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ENDANGERED SPECIES: Group plans lawsuit to protect 
beluga habitat (10/29/2009) 

Allison Winter, E&E reporter 

Environmentalists announced plans today to sue the Obama administration in an attempt to speed up habitat 
protections for the beluga whale -- provisions that could make oil and gas development in Alaska more difficult. 

The whale shares some of its prime feeding ground with oil and gas deposits in Alaska's Cook Inlet. Former Alaska 
Gov. Sarah Palin (R) sued the Obama administration last January in an attempt to overturn protections for the whale, 
saying its protection could hamper economic development in Alaska. 

But the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration pressed forward with the habitat protections, despite the 
lawsuit. The agency crafted a proposal for critical habitat that is currently under review with the White House Office 
of Management and Budget. 

NOAA sent the proposal to OMB last week. 

But the process is not moving fast enough for environmentalists. The Center for Biological Diversity is preparing a 
lawsuit to force the administration to finalize the habitat protections. The group sent a notice of intent to sue today to 
Commerce Secretary Gary Locke and NOAA Administrator Jane Lubchenco. 

"They have let every deadline for belugas slip, and absent a court-ordered deadline, we have no confidence they 
would finalize the rule, even if the proposal is out shortly," said Brendan Cummings of the Center for Biological 
Diversity. 

Once NOAA proposes the critical habitat rule, it will be subject to a public comment period and undergo an 
economic analysis before it can be finalized. Under the normal ESA deadlines, the habitat protections should have 
been finalized by last week, Cummings said. 

The Endangered Species Act requires the federal government to designate "critical habitat" for listed species. The 
federal government cannot issue permits for any activities that might harm the animals or their habitat. 

Environmentalists are concerned about slipping population numbers for the beluga. After nearly two years of 
apparent stability, the number of whales fell from an estimated 375 in 2007 and 2008 to 321 this year, according to 
NOAA figures released earlier this month. 

The whales feed on fish stocks in Alaska's Cook Inlet, a 180-mile extension of the Pacific Ocean into Alaska's 
mainland near Anchorage. The area is also rich in oil and gas deposits. Some deposits are already being drilled, and 
others are scheduled to be leased to developers. 

Critical habitat in the area could slow down or even stop development, as developers would be required to ensure 
their operations were not degrading the area's ability to support the whales or putting the whales' survival in 
jeopardy, environmentalists say. 


